SYNOPSIS
What are the logical and advantages and strengths of the pretribulatio
nal position? In this essay, Dr. Feinberg carefully evaluates the major
strengths and weaknesses of the pre-, mid-, and posttribulational pers
pectives. If there is going to be meaningful discussion of the rapture p
ositions there must be agreement on the proper methodology. Clear th
inking enhances clear conclusions and must prevail if the pretribulati
onal rapture is going to be seriously proclaimed.
Arguing for the Rapture: Who Must Prove What and How?
by John S. Feinberg
Some years ago the symposium on the rapture of the church entitled The Rapture--Pr
e-, Mid-, or Post-Tribulational? by Gleason Archer, Paul Feinberg, and Douglas Moo was
published. The book is intriguing and helpful from a number of standpoints. It offers no
t only position papers but a chance for each author to interact with opposing views. It is
generally quite well argued and hence makes a genuine contribution in that respect.
Many who read the book come away thinking that no one won this debate. I think th
ere are various reasons for that, but one of the most important is that the three authors u
se different strategies in arguing their positions. As a result, one sees two or three differ
ent sets of arguments which do not necessarily address one another. And, the average r
eader has difficulty evaluating who has made the best case, since the argument strategie
s are so different. Though some might think this unfortunate, I think it extremely impor
tant, for it vividly highlights different strategies and methodologies in arguing for one's
views on the rapture. In so doing, I think it sheds light on what we all ought to be doing
as we confront this issue.
In what follows I want first to make two methodological points and a theological an
d logical one. As to the former, I wish to 1) lay bare the strategies that are typically used
in arguing for one's views on the rapture and 2) make a suggestion as to who is right an
d who is wrong. As to the latter, after clarifying methodology, I wish to apply the meth
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odological points to the theological question of what one would have to prove in order t
o establish his position as correct. In so doing, I hope to set an agenda for discussing this
issue which I think will help us make greater headway than we have before. Finally, I
want to give a general assessment of which position is best able to make it case.
Methodologies and Strategies
I think the difference in methodology is most strikingly illustrated by comparing Mo
o's piece with Feinberg's. Moo's discussion, as with many posttribulationists, proceeds b
y going to the passages which speak about the coming (parousia) of the Lord. Such passa
ges typically deal with the second advent, which, of course, occurs at the end of the trib
ulation. No clear, undisputed rapture passage (e.g., 1 Thess 4:13-18, 1 Cor 15:51ff.) tells
us whether the event under discussion is pre-, mid-, or posttribulational. Consequently,
Moo offers a careful exegesis of parousia and rapture passages to show that the similariti
es between the two passages are so great that one must see the events of which they spe
ak as occurring at the same time.i Typically, posttribulationists have relied heavily on e
xegesis of such passages to support their position. See, for example, the work by J. Barto
n Payne (The Imminent Appearing of Christ) as well as the lengthy exegetical sections on
Thessalonians, Revelation, and the Olivet Discourse in Robert Gundry's The Church and t
he Tribulation.
On the other hand, Feinberg's procedure is different. Since true propositions accurat
ely reflect the world, and since in the world there are no contradictory states of affairs, it
is understood that if a view is correct, it will not contradict other known trues. Thus, no
t only must a viewpoint fit the facts, but its implications must not contradict any other k
nown truth. Feinberg takes this point seriously and structures an argument which takes
the form of a reductio ad absurdum argument. Granting the assumption that post- or midt
ribulationism is correct, let's see how they fit with other theological/biblical principles
we know to be true. But, those accepted trues do not fit with posttribulationism and (in
some cases) fit only slightly better with midtribulationism. Therefore, those views are w
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rong and pretribulationism, which does fit those other trues, must be correct. Such is a r
eductio type of argument.
Let me illustrate in regard to Feinberg. Feinberg's procedure is not to go to parousia
passages and test them in the way Moo does. Instead, he appeals to such biblical teachi
ngs as the Church's promised exemption from God's wrath and the biblical teaching tha
t there will be people who enter the millennial kingdom in non-glorified bodies. Granti
ng these biblical and theological trues, Feinberg argues that the former point really does
n't square with either a mid- or posttrib position, and the latter really doesn't fit a posttri
b view. But, since a truth cannot contradict some other known truth, post- and midtrib
ulationism must be wrong. Pretribulationism, on the other hand, has no problem, Feinb
erg argues, with these theological trues. They actually provide support for pretribulatio
nism.ii
Feinberg's general strategy (focus on theological and biblical trues and see how they
square with the various views on the time of Christ's coming, is fairly typical of pretribu
lational handlings of the rapture question (cf. Walvoord's The Rapture Question). There a
re, of course, some notable exceptions to these pretrib and posttrib strategies. For exam
ple, Allan Beechick (The Pretribulation Rapture), a pretrib, includes an extended exegesis
of parousia passages. On the other side of the question, Gundry, having started out as a
pretrib and well aware of their arguments, includes many chapters which address the t
heological ramifications of his views.
Archer's strategy is a bit different yet. He spends most of his time presenting argume
nts as to why pre- and posttrib views either cannot be correct or are at least very improb
able. His arguments appeal both to theological and biblical trues other than direct teachi
ngs about the rapture and second advent and to some specific exegesis of parousia passa
ges. His basic strategy is to show that opposing views are at best highly improbable, wh
ereas his own view is the most satisfactory in regard to the issues he raises. Archer then
raises several brief lines of positive support for his view.iii As an interesting sidelight, t
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he strategy of Norman B. Harrison (another midtribulationist) in The End is different ag
ain. Harrison offers his approach to the book of Revelation. In the process he raises the r
apture issue and attempts to show how passages like Revelation 4 do not support pretri
bulationism, whereas passages such as Revelation 11 do support midtribulationism.
The reason for noting different strategies is not to suggest that pretribulationists do
not care about exegesis or that posttribs do not care about theology or that midtribs are,
as we might suspect, in the middle on this methodological point. The reason is to point
out the different methodologies used and to ask which one is correct. That brings me to
a second methodological point.
Granting what I have said about the methodologies generally used in this discussion
, which is correct? In order to answer that question, we must address a more fundament
al question, namely, how should one formulate any doctrine? The answer is rather clear
. Go first to those portions of Scripture which directly speak to the topic. For example, if
one is formulating his doctrine of God, he should go to passages that directly speak of t
he nature of God, not passages that speak, for example, about the nature of the Church
or of Scripture. If one is structuring his notion of creation, he should not go to passages t
hat speak about a future kingdom. In regard to the rapture issue, the principle is equall
y applicable. Go first to those passages which speak directly about the rapture and retur
n of the Lord.
Proper methodology does not stop at this point, however. While one should begin w
ith passages that speak directly about the doctrine under consideration, one must also p
ay attention to the implications of the doctrine. This is especially important if, as in the c
ase of the rapture issue, the passages about the rapture and return of the Lord under det
ermine the question of the timing of the rapture in relation to the time of the tribulation.
If one is working, for example, on the doctrine of divine sovereignty, he cannot merely
look at passages that speak about the control of God. He must also consider passages on
the freedom of man. A doctrine of divine sovereignty which contradicts biblical teachin
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g on human freedom is unwanted. Implications and relations of doctrines to one anothe
r, then, are crucial. If one's position on a given theological issue is correct, it will fit with
other known theological and biblical trues rather than contradict them.
As a reminder of this important methodological point, remember how many inerran
tists respond to those who reject inerrancy on the grounds that the phenomena of Script
ure contradict inerrancy. Methodologically, the appropriate response is that one must b
egin to formulate the doctrine of Scripture on the basis of passages that really address th
e nature of Scripture (like 2 Tim 3:16; 2 Pet 1:21; John 17:17; etc.), rather than starting wit
h passages about mustard seeds and cocks crowing, for example. Inerrantists stress that
the former, since they directly address the nature of Scripture, must be normative while
the latter must be interpreted in the light of the former. But, then, we need to follow the
same methodology when handling other doctrines like the rapture.
The relation of the foregoing to the rapture issue should be obvious. Methodological
ly speaking, it is most appropriate to begin with the passages that directly speak about t
he event(s) in question--rapture, second advent, and tribulation. Having formulated the
clearest notion we can about the rapture and its relation to the second advent and tribul
ation on the basis of careful exegesis of rapture and second advent passages, we must th
en look at the implications of our position on the rapture. If it does not square with othe
r biblical teachings, then there is error somewhere. And, since the rapture is nowhere cl
early and explicitly dated in Scripture, it is probably more likely than not that the mista
ke is in relation to our view of the timing of the rapture. The key point, though, for all si
des to remember is that proper theological methodology dare not allow us to ignore eith
er the rapture and parousia passages or the doctrines which have implications for one's v
iews on the rapture and second advent. Although one should begin his study with the p
assages that speak directly to the topic at hand, both are equally important. It is surely n
o victory to uphold one's views on the timing of the rapture at the expense of denying
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what God's word says, for example, about the relation of the Church to God's judgment
al wrath.
What lessons should we learn from this methodological point? Ones which should d
rive us all of us to do work which we may not heretofore have done as carefully as we s
hould. For the pretrib (and probably midtribs as well), there is a need to get at the task o
f exegesis in regard to rapture and second advent passages. If posttribs are right that the
similarity between the two types of passages is so great as to render them identical, the
n the battle is lost before the discussion ever can turn to the theological implications of t
he positions. What pretribs must do is squarely face those passages and see whether the
re is enough dissimilarity between rapture and second advent passages to warrant the p
ossibility that the two events could occur at significantly separate times (like seven year
s apart). Midtribs need to do the same thing. And, both pretribs and midtribs should be
gin at this point, not ignore it or come to it at the end of the discussion. I doubt that pret
ribs and midtribs have much hope of convincing posttribs of very much so long as they
shy away from that exegetical task.
For the posttrib, the lesson is a bit different but equally important. Posttribs must tak
e more seriously questions about non-glorified bodies to populate the millennial kingdo
m and the question of God's wrath. Too often such issues have simply been ignored or r
elegated to a position of virtual insignificance. There is nothing wrong with beginning
with the parousia passages as the posttrib wants; in fact, I am willing to grant that such is
preferable in terms of proper theological method. But, the posttrib needs to wrestle mu
ch more seriously than he has with the theological issues that pretribs and midtribs rais
e for him. And, I doubt that posttribs have much hope of convincing pre- and midtribs
of very much unless they start viewing these issues as more than minor problems for th
eir view. To their credit Feinberg does talk about dissimilarities between rapture and se
cond advent passages, and Moo does somewhat address theological issues (especially i
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n his responses), but in both cases the respective issues are treated as somewhat second
ary.
All of this really amounts to two important points. In regard to whose methodology
is right, I am suggesting that in a way no one is entirely right or entirely wrong as we lo
ok at the way the respective positions argue their cases. Everyone needs to modify his
methodology to some extent. The other point grows out of this. If the positions ever hop
e seriously to engage one another in dialogue and even come to an agreement on this iss
ue, they must take more seriously one another's strongest arguments (and the methodol
ogical points I have made about how to formulate doctrines, which points undergird th
e strongest arguments of the respective positions). It only stands to reason that if you tel
l me your strongest arguments for your view, and I basically shift the ground of the deb
ate to my strongest arguments, we are not likely to convince one another of much.
What Must Be Proved?
One could grant my methodological points and still be puzzled about what he shoul
d attempt to prove with respect to his position. The pretrib might promise to look more
closely at the exegesis of rapture and parousia passages, but he may wonder what he mu
st prove about them. That brings me to the logical/theological part of this study. If one t
akes my methodological points seriously, what would it take, using the suggested meth
odology, to establish a particular position on the rapture as most probable (or even, per
haps correct)? In what follows, I am not suggesting that nothing else could be offered as
an argument for the three positions, I am only noting the issues that must be handled, r
egardless of whatever else is discussed.
What, then, must pre-tribs prove? Pretribulationists first should handle the parousia a
nd rapture passages. Since second advent passages refer to the end of the tribulation, an
d since clear rapture passages give no indication as to the time of the rapture, pretribula
tionists cannot expect to prove their position solely on the basis of these passages. Instea
d, all they can hope to show (and what they had better show) from an exegesis of these
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passages is that their view is not impossible. But, what would make their view impossib
le? If it should be discovered that the similarity between clear second advent and clear r
apture passages is so great as to warrant the conclusion that the events spoken of in bot
h kinds of passages are identical, then pretribulationism would be impossible. As alread
y noted, this is precisely what posttribs try to establish.
With this in mind, then, the pretribulationist must show that there is enough dissimi
larity between clear rapture and clear second advent passages as to warrant the claim th
at the two kinds of passages could be speaking about two events which could occur at dif
ferent times. The pretribulationist does not have to prove at this point (and probably ca
nnot, anyway) that the two events must occur at different times, but only that the exeget
ical data from rapture and second advent passages do not make it impossible for the ev
ents to occur at different times. If he can do that, the pretribulationist has shown that his
view is not impossible. And, he has answered the posttribulationist's strongest line of e
vidence.
After handling exegesis of rapture and second advent passages, the next move is to
discuss various theological and biblical issues that have implications for the rapture issu
e. The pretrib must try not only to show that his position fits with those other biblical tr
ues, but also that his opponents' views either cannot be synthesized with those other iss
ues or at least not so well as his views can. In particular, the pretribulationist should rais
e the following four issues: 1) the wrath of God issue; 2) the non-glorified bodies to ente
r the millennial kingdom issue; 3) the timing of the marriage supper of the lamb; and 4)
the timing of the bema seat judgment for the Church. With regard to the first, the Churc
h is promised exemption from God's judgmental wrath (1 Thess 1:10; 5:9). But, God's ju
dgmental wrath is poured out during the tribulation. How, then, can God's tribulational
wrath be avoided? Each rapture position has an answer. The pretribulationist needs to
show that his is the most likely and that the others are either clearly false or very unlikel
y.
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As to non-glorified bodies, Scripture shows that some people will enter the millenni
al kingdom in natural bodies and then give birth to children (Isa 65: 20). Some of those c
hildren will rebel against the Lord (Rev 20:7-10). But, people in glorified bodies cannot g
ive birth, nor do they sin. Thus, there must be some people who enter the kingdom in n
on-glorified bodies. But, everyone who is raptured is glorified. So, if the rapture occurs
posttribulationally, it seems that no one is left to enter the millennial kingdom in a nonglorified body. All rapture positions must confront this problem and all have an answer
. The pretrib must show his to be the best, if he can.
Third, given the context of the marriage supper of the lamb as heaven (Rev 19:1-10),
followed by the second advent at the end of the tribulation, and given semitic customs s
urrounding marriageiv which John most likely would have had in mind as he wrote Rev
elation 19, it appears that the Church must be in heaven for this event somewhat prior t
o the end of the tribulation. But, how is one to explain the Church's presence in heaven
prior to the second advent? The rapture seems the most likely answer, but such an ans
wer appears to create some problems for posttribulationism, even if not for midtribulati
onism. The pretrib needs to discuss the timing and location of this event and to show, if
he can, why his view can handle this issue better than other views can.
Finally, Paul states that all believers must stand before the judgment seat of Christ.
At that time our works will be evaluated by Christ and rewarded. But, when is that eve
nt most likely to occur? If during the kingdom, that needs to be proved. If during the tri
bulation while the Church is in heaven, that needs to be proved. The former position su
rely fits better with posttribulationism than does the latter. The former view also fits eit
her pre- or midtribulationism. The latter view fits equally well with pre- or midtribulati
onism, but seems to create problems for posttribulationism. The pretrib needs to offer hi
s answer and show why it is the best of the possible answers.
If the pretrib can establish what I have suggested about the parousia and rapture pass
ages, and if his answers to the theological issues can be shown to be the best of the three
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positions, then in essence he has won the debate. But, what must the midtrib prove to e
stablish his position as best? In regard to the parousia and rapture passages, he must by c
areful exegesis demonstrate the same thing the pretrib hopes to establish. That is, he mu
st show that his position is not impossible, because the passages are not so similar as to
rule out any possibility that the rapture could occur at a different time from the second
advent.
Second, midtribulationists sometimes argue their case by associating the rapture tru
mpet with the seventh trumpet of Revelation and arguing that all occur at the midpoint
of the tribulation. Midtribs might even associate the last trump of the rapture with the tr
umpet of Matt 24: 31. All of this suggests several things the midtrib must do if he uses t
his line of argument. He must, for instance, demonstrate that the trumpet judgments of
Revelation end at the middle of the tribulation. Moreover, he must give exegetical reaso
ns for associating the rapture trump with the seventh judgmental trump of Revelation.
And, if he associates all of these trumps with Matt 24:31, he must address the following
problem: he must explain how he has avoided posttribulationism (since Matt 24:31 is po
sttribulational), and if he maintains that the seventh trumpet and the rapture trumpet ar
e the last trump, he must explain in what sense it is the last trump since there is still one
more trumpet (Matt 24:31) that is blown at the end of the tribulation. This does not per
se prove that the problems are unanswerable, but only that they must be confronted by
a midtrib who wishes to argue his case by associating the various scriptural trumpets. A
s a sidelight, if the pretrib wants to correlate the trumpets of Scripture, he must also exp
lain how the rapture trump can be the last trump when he believes it is blown seven yea
rs prior to the trump at the end of the tribulation (Matt 24:31). Since he doesn't associate
the rapture trump with any of the trumpet judgments of Revelation, he need not show t
hat the seventh trumpet judgment (regardless of when it occurs in the tribulation) is the
same as the rapture trumpet.
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Finally, the midtrib must confront some theological issues. In addition to the four rai
sed already, he must, if he is a dispensationalist, explain why the Church was not prese
nt in the first 69 of Daniel's 70 weeks, but now is both in and taken out of Daniel's 70th
week. Non-dispensational midtribs need not worry about this issue, but dispensational
midtribs must address it. Midtribs must not only address these issues, but show their an
swers to be better than their opponents' answers.
What about posttribulationists? What must they prove to establish their view? They
should begin with an exegesis of parousia and rapture passages, but their task is not to p
rove that a rapture could be posttribulational just as the second advent is. Since there is
no passage which explicitly dates the rapture at some other time, prima facie there is no
impossibility about the rapture and second advent occurring at the some time. Instead, t
he posttrib needs to show that the rapture and second advent passages are so similar as
to warrant the conclusion that they are actually speaking of the same time and the same
event. The posttrib needs to do this for three reasons: 1) if he can do this, he has automa
tically eliminated the other views as incorrect, 2) this line of evidence clearly is the postt
rib's best argument for his position, so he needs to make the most of it, and 3) when he g
ets to the theological implications of his view, he faces the pretribs' strongest arguments
against his position.
Having established whatever he can by means of this exegesis, the posttrib must still
confront the theological issues. Even if he thinks he has established by exegesis that rap
ture and second advent passages speak about an identical time, proper theological meth
od demands that he not ignore the implications of his view for other biblical and theolo
gical trues. If his view does not square with them, then despite what he thinks he has pr
oved by his exegesis, there is still some problem with his views. Specifically, the posttri
b must address the four theological/biblical issues raised earlier. In addition, if he is a d
ispensationalist (as Gundry claimed to be), he must explain why it is appropriate to see
the Church as absent from the first 69 of Daniel's 70 weeks but then present during the 7
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0th week. The posttrib must not only show that he can answer these theological issues,
but as with pre- and midtribs, he must show that his answers are better than his oppone
nts' responses.
By raising just the exegetical and theological issues I have mentioned, I do not mean
to suggest that nothing else could be discussed in regard to the rapture issue. My point i
s merely that these seem to be the issues that are most at the core of the debate, regardle
ss of what one holds on other matters. For example, some may think imminency is cruci
al to the debate and must be discussed, but I do not. On the one hand, even if one can pr
ove that the Bible teaches imminency, I am not convinced that there is no way for midtri
bs or posttribs to synthesize such a notion with their positions. As we all know, there ar
e a number of different ways to define imminency. On the other hand, even if one could
prove imminency wrong, that still would not preclude the rapture from occurring pretr
ibulationally whenever it does occur. Consequently, though I believe in an imminent ra
pture and think the matter of imminency is relevant to this debate, I do not see it as at th
e core of the debate.
Assessing the Positions
In regard to the central issues at stake in this debate, which side is best able to demo
nstrate what it needs to establish? A detailed answer is the subject of future study, but l
et me offer some initial words of assessment. As might be expected, I believe pretribula
tionism fares the best, and I need to explain why.
As to the exegesis of rapture and second advent passages, I do not think the posttrib
ulationist can make his case that the two types of passages are so similar as to conclude
that the events of which they speak are identical. There are some differences between th
e passages that seem to make a difference. I mention three in particular. First, in the clea
r rapture passages (1 Thess 4: 13-18; 1 Cor 15:51-55; John 14: 1-3), the Lord's coming is pr
esented as a coming in blessing for the saints. Nothing is said about his coming for judg
ment. On the other hand, passages that speak of the second advent speak of the Lord's c
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oming in judgment upon the enemies of the Lord (cf. Rev 19: 11 ff.; Joel 3: 12- 16; Zech 1
4: 3-5). Even Matt 24: 30-31 which occurs at the end of the tribulation invokes Zech 12: 1
0, but the context of the event in Zech 12: 10 is one in which the Lord goes forth to fight
for his people Israel and to destroy her enemies (see the whole context of Zech 12 and 1
4 which speak of the same events). Of course, even though the clear rapture passages do
not mention any divine judgment when Christ comes for his people, it is surely possibl
e that there might be judgment, anyway. But it is just as possible that the reason no judg
ment is mentioned along with the coming at the rapture is that there is none. Not only is
this possible, but it seems likely in that when the posttribulational coming of the Lord i
s mentioned, invariably the biblical writer tells us that Christ is coming to meet out judg
ment on the nations. Clearly, the second advent is a coming in judgment. But, it seems t
hat the rapture is not a coming in judgment at all, and that means that it is possible that
the two events are two separate events occurring at two separate times.
A second difference is that second advent passages invariably are followed by talk o
f setting up the kingdom after the return of the Lord (e.g., Matt 24: 31 -Matt 25: 31 ff; Zec
hariah 14; Joel 3; Revelation 19-20). So, the second advent is preparatory to the establish
ment of the millennial kingdom. On the other hand, clear rapture passages give no hint
that after the rapture the Lord establishes the kingdom. Granted, it is possible that the k
ingdom will follow the rapture, but it is also possible that the reason for the silence on t
he matter of the kingdom is that the kingdom does not immediately follow the rapture.
At any rate, this is a significant difference between rapture and second advent passages,
and it is a difference that makes it possible for the events to be at two separate times, an
d all the pretrib needs to show from exegesis of rapture and second advent passages is t
hat it is possible that the events occur at different times.
Third, it is very clear from 1 Thess 4:13-18 and 1 Cor 15:51ff. that at the rapture those
gathered to the Lord will be glorified. On the other hand, second advent passages say n
othing about anyone (living or dead) receiving a glorified body. The closest we come to
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this is in Matt 24: 31, but all that verse says is that the elect will be gathered together. Th
e imagery of the four winds and one end of heaven to another is clearly poetic imagery
suggesting that wherever the elect are scattered, the Lord will gather them at that time. I
t does not have to mean that any of the elect involved are literally in heaven at the time
of the gathering (which would, I take it, necessitate being resurrected and glorified whe
n they are gathered), so there is no indication that this verse necessitates giving the elect
a glorified body. So, again we see a difference. One event involves resurrection of dead
saints and glorification of living and dead saints. The other event necessitates no resurre
ction of anyone, and there is no hint in passages speaking about that event that anyone i
s glorified. Is it possible that someone gets a glorified body at the second advent, anywa
y? Possible, yes, but where is the evidence for it? The lack of mention of any resurrectio
n and any glorifying of bodies at the second advent surely makes it possible that this doe
s not happen. And, that makes it possible that the second advent and the rapture are two
separate events occurring at separate times. And, as we have said, all that is necessary f
or pretribs and midtribs is that the exegesis of key rapture and second advent passages
not make their positions impossible.
One further word is in order on Matt 24:31. Some will say that it is clearly posttribul
ational, and it clearly mentions gathering the elect. Doesn't this gathering of the elect wi
th a trumpet call automatically equate this event with the gathering at the rapture? Not
at all, for several reasons. As already mentioned, there is no indication that this gatherin
g includes resurrecting and glorifying anyone, but the rapture includes those events. Se
cond, just because a trumpet is mentioned in Matt 24:31 and 1 Thess 4:16 does not mean
the events are the same. If we followed the logic that says the events are the same becau
se there is a trumpet, then we would have to equate these passages with all seven trum
pet judgments which is, of course, absurd. Of course, some will say, it is not just that a t
rumpet is mentioned, but the fact that a trumpet is used to gather the elect. That makes t
he Matthew 24 and 1 Thessalonians 4 passages different from the trumpet judgments. In
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deed, it does, but I have already explained several respects in which the gatherings in 1
Thessalonians 4 and Matthew 24 still differ from one another, so gathering believers by
a trumpet blast is not enough to guarantee that the events are the same. A final point of
difference between the Matt 24: 31 gathering and the 1 Thessalonians 4 gathering is that
the gathering in Matt 24: 31 appears to be preparatory to the judgment of the sheep and
goats (Matt 25:3 1ff), and that judgment is preparatory to beginning the kingdom. Thou
gh there are many verses between Matt 24:31 and 25:31, they are parables speaking pri
marily about the need for readiness at the return of the Lord. Chronologically, there is n
o indication that the events of Matt 25:3 1ff come long after Matt 24:31. The Matt 24:31 g
athering seems to precede the judgment of the nations. On the other hand, the gathering
to the Lord mentioned in the clear rapture passages does not say this event is preparato
ry to the judgment of the sheep and goats or to the start of the kingdom. It could be the
prelude to those events, but it need not be. Lack of mention of those events in conjuncti
on with the rapture makes it at least possible that those events are not connected with the
timing of the rapture. And, if they are not connected with the rapture's timing, then it is
possible that Matt 24: 31 and 1 Thessalonians 4 speak of different times and different ev
ents. And, all the pretrib needs to show from his exegesis is that it is possible that these p
assages speak about two different events that occur at two different times.
I conclude, then, from this brief comparison of clear rapture passages with clear seco
nd advent passages that the similarities do not make either pretribulationism or midtrib
ulationism impossible.v Among other things, that means that posttribulationism cannot
make a conclusive case for its position solely on the basis of an exegesis of these passag
es. The posttribulationist's handling of those passages is, of course, a possible way to int
erpret them, but as we have seen, it is not the only possible way. What the posttrib need
ed to show was that it's handling of those passages was the only possible way to interpr
et them. That is not so, so pre- and midtrib positions are still alive.
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What happens when we turn to the theological issues? Which position handles these
the best? Let us turn first to the need for non-glorified bodies to enter the millennial kin
gdom. According to pretribulationism, after the rapture of the Church, the tribulation b
egins. The gospel is preached throughout the tribulation and there are some who believ
e. Though many who believe are killed (e.g., Rev 13:7, 15), not all believers are killed du
ring the tribulation. Those who live through the tribulation without being killed go into
the kingdom in natural bodies. In addition, there are some people who accept the Lord
when he returns at the end of the tribulation (e.g., see Zech 12:10). Many of these people
do not die at that point, and there is no evidence that they are given a glorified body w
hen they receive Christ. So, these people are also available to go into the kingdom in nat
ural bodies. For a pretrib position, there is seven years to get people saved prior to the k
ingdom, and some of those can go into the kingdom in natural bodies.
A midtrib position can also handle this problem. According to a midtrib, anyone sav
ed in the first 3 I/2 years of the tribulation is a member of the Church and goes to be wit
h the Lord at the midtribulational rapture. But, there are still 3 I/2 more years of tribulat
ion left for other people to be saved. And, it is likely that some of those saved in the last
3 I/2 years make it to the end of the tribulation without dying, especially since many ar
e saved at the second advent. So, midtribs have 3 I/z years after the rapture to account f
or some believers who can go into the kingdom in natural bodies.
The position that is really in trouble with respect to this issue is the posttribulation r
apture view. If everyone who goes at the rapture is glorified, and if the rapture occurs at
the end of the tribulation, who is left to enter the kingdom in a natural body? All believ
ers will been raptured and glorified by that time. Most posttribs don't even seem to reco
gnize the problem. To his credit Gundry does, but he actually offers four different answ
ers. Let's see whether any work.
First, Gundry says that maybe the 144,000 who are protected throughout the tribulat
ion are those who go into the kingdom in natural bodies.vi The main problem with this
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is that Scripture says they are all men, and they are all celibate (Rev 14:4). So, even if th
e 144,000 go into the kingdom in natural bodies, since they are all men, no children will
be forthcoming from just them!
Gundry's second answer is that perhaps between the second advent and the start of t
he kingdom not all rebels will be destroyed. Maybe, then, some non-believers will be th
e ones who enter the kingdom in natural bodies and give birth to children.vii In some w
ays, this is the most amazing of all of Gundry's suggestions. When John the Baptist prea
ched the corning of the kingdom, he announced the need to repent. When Jesus came an
d offered himself as King, he demanded a right spiritual relationship with God in order
to enter the kingdom. No one can be a member of the Church (and hence a member of t
he kingdom, now or later) unless he meets the spiritual entrance requirements of the ki
ngdom. Dispensational pretribulationists typically say that Christ offered the full-blown
kingdom at his first coming and postponed it, because Israel as a nation refused to mee
t the spiritual entrance requirements of the kingdom. Yet, despite all of this, Gundry wa
nts us to believe that when the earthly kingdom actually arrives, God will change the ru
les for entrance. I find that hard to believe. If Christ will begin his earthly reign with inh
abitants of the kingdom who reject him, then why not just begin the earthly reign 2000 y
ears ago, despite his rejection by Israel as a whole? If some people can get into the kingd
om at its outset who don't meet the spiritual entrance requirements, then why not the Je
ws of Jesus' own day? This suggestion by Gundry simply doesn't make sense.
Gundry offers a third solution. He suggests that Jews saved during the tribulation w
ill be raptured with the Church posttribulationally. However, at the second advent man
y Jews will turn to Christ when they look on him whom they have pierced (Zech 12:10).
It is these Jews who will enter the kingdom in natural bodies.viii Though this may soun
d promising, it runs into significant problems in light of Gundry's understanding of Mat
thew 24. According to Gundry, the rapture occurs at Matt 24: 31,ix and this is what we w
ould expect him to say. However, one page laterx he explains that Matt 24:30 is an allus
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ion to Zech 12: 10, the salvation of Israel at the end of the tribulation. The problem shoul
d be obvious. If Matt 24: 30 refers to the salvation of Israel, then at the rapture (v. 31), th
ose saved in Zech 12: 10/Matt 24:30 will be raptured and glorified. So, the problem of u
nglorified bodies to enter the kingdom still remains. There is another problem with this
suggestion. Early in his book (p. 24) Gundry speaks of the salvation of Israel at the end
of the tribulation when Jesus returns at the second advent. He says these saved Israelite
s will not be raptured, because the rapture has already occurred before they turn to Chri
st. So, the order of events is rapture, salvation of Israel, and second advent. However, hi
s later claim that Matt 24: 31 is the rapture and 24:30 is the salvation of Israel means that
Israel's salvation must precede the rapture. Now, the problem should be obvious. Early
in the book, Gundry says the salvation of Israel is after the rapture, whereas later he sa
ys it is before the rapture. You cannot have it both ways, and you surely cannot appeal t
o the salvation of these Jews as the answer to how to get unglorified people into the kin
gdom if you aren't sure exactly whether their salvation comes before or after the rapture
!
Gundry's final suggestion stems from what we find in Dan 12: 11-12. There is a time
gap of some 75 days, according to Gundry, between the return of the Lord at the second
advent and the start of the kingdom. Gundry wonders whether maybe during this time
gap some of the rebels will turn to Christ, and they will be the ones who go into the kin
gdom in natural bodiesxi (they are the sheep at the judgment of the sheep and goats). In
some ways this is the most promising of Gundry's suggestions. There is little question t
hat there is a time gap as indicated by Dan 12: 11 12. Moreover, the sheep and goats jud
gment seems to occur prior to the setup of the kingdom, and there are both sheep and g
oats present at that judgment. Where would the sheep come from? If they had been sav
ed during the tribulation, on a posttrib position they would have been raptured at the se
cond advent, so there would be no tribulation saints left in non-glorified bodies. But, an
yone saved after the second advent would not be raptured and hence, would not get a gl
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orified body at that time. So, all of this is possible, but of course, we want to know whic
h position has the most probable synthesis of this issue with the timing of the rapture. A
nd, it is at this point, that Gundry's view runs into trouble.
An initial problem is that Gundry says that the judgment of the sheep and goats com
es at the end of the Millennial Kingdom (he associates it with the Great White Throne Ju
dgment of Rev 20: 1 1-15). But, if that is so, then appeal to the judgment of the sheep an
d goats will prove nothing about how many people may or may not have gotten saved
during the 75 days between the second advent and beginning of the kingdom. But, perh
aps the major difficulty with this suggestion is that there is no Scripture anywhere that s
ays evangelism will occur during the 75 day interval. It is possible, but where is the evid
ence that it is actual? It is hard to make a case for any position from silence, since silence
is consistent with everything and thus proves nothing.
I conclude, then, that so far posttribulationists have not offered an adequate answer t
o how their view on the rapture allows time for people to be saved and enter the kingdo
m in natural bodies. But, how do the various rapture positions fit with the marriage sup
per of the lamb and the bema seat judgment? Here pretribs must admit that midtribs ca
n handle these trues just as easily as can pretribulationism. Whether the gap between ra
pture and second advent is 3 1/2 years or 7, there is still plenty of time for the Church t
o be in heaven, appear at the bema seat judgment, and attend her wedding feast (Rev 19
:7-10). On the other hand, these two issues do appear to be a problem for the posttrib po
sition. Most likely, posttribs will claim that these events (at least the bema seat judgmen
t) could occur after the return of the Lord at the second advent and the set up of the kin
gdom. But, since the Lord returns to earth and sets up the kingdom on earth, it is hard t
o see how the marriage supper occurs at that time since the scene of that event is clearly
heaven (cf. Rev 19: 1ff) and since after that event we see the Lord riding out of heaven
with the armies of heaven to destroy the wicked at the end of the tribulation. So, it is ha
rd to see how the marriage supper can occur on earth after the second advent. And, if th
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e marriage supper is in heaven before the second advent, then the Church must have be
en raptured prior to the end of the tribulation. Posttribulationism faces a significant pro
blem with this issue.
Can the posttrib make a case for the bema seat judgment occurring after the second a
dvent? Here again there are problems. If the posttrib says the judgment of the sheep at t
he sheep and goats judgment is the bema seat, that is possible, but not likely. Neither 1
Cor 3 :12-15 or 2 Cor 5:10 even vaguely hint that there will be non-believers present at t
his event, but at the Matthew 25 judgment, there are clearly non-believers (goats) prese
nt. But, even if one wants to read non-believers into 1 Cor 3:12-15 and 2 Cor 5:10, there i
s a further problem with seeing the bema seat judgment either at the second advent or e
arly in the kingdom. In Rev 19:7-10 we see the church at the marriage feast. We see her a
dorned in her wedding gown, and we are told that her gown represents the righteous d
eeds of the Church. I take it that the fact the bride is wearing the gown means she has al
ready received her recognition/rewards for her righteous deeds. Moreover, in Rev 1 9:1
1ff. when the Lord rides out of heaven, he is accompanied with the armies of heaven. Re
velation 19:14 says the armies were clothed in linen, white and clean. This is the same w
ay the bride is described at the marriage supper (Rev 19:8). Now, it is surely likely that t
he armies of heaven include angels, but it is just as probable that some of those clothed i
n linen, white and clean are not angels, but members of the Church. But, if that is so, the
Church as it rides out of heaven at the end of the tribulation to do battle with the enemies
of God has already received its reward and recognition for its faithful deeds of service.
When would that have occurred? At the bema seat judgment. But, then, that means the
bema seat judgment cannot occur after the return of the Lord at the second advent (eith
er at the judgment of the sheep and goats or early in the kingdom), but before the return
.
I conclude, then, that posttribulationism is in serious trouble with respect to fitting b
oth the marriage supper of the lamb and the bema seat judgment into its framework. In
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regard to the three theological issues we have discussed, so far pre- and midtribulationi
sm seem to fare equally well. Though I think midtribulationism and posttribulationism
are both in trouble with respect to the wrath of God issue, before turning to that matter,
let me address some other items that are problems for midtribulationism. First, how can
a midtrib who is a dispensationalist justify keeping the church out of the first 69 of Dan
iel's 70 weeks and then putting it in only to take it out in the middle of the 70th week?
Non-dispensational midtribs need not worry about this problem, but there are other
problems midtribs must face. A lot, of course, depends on how the midtrib argues his p
osition, but many do so by associating the last trump of 1 Cor 15:52 and 1 Thess 4:16 wit
h the seventh trump of Rev 11:15.xii Archer does not agree (he thinks the rapture more l
ikely occurs at Revelation 14xiii ), but other midtribs do. But there are several concerns wi
th this identification. The midtrib appeals to Rev 11:18 which says of the events surroun
ding the seventh trump that the day of God's wrath has come. Now all of this fits with d
ivine wrath not beginning until the midpoint in the tribulation, so long as the seventh tr
ump actually occurs at the midpoint, rather than later on in the tribulation (or even earli
er). What makes it difficult to prove that the seventh trump falls at the midpoint of the t
ribulation is something else that midtribs are likely to hold. According to Scripture, the
seal judgments precede the trumpet judgments. But, note that at the end of the sixth sea
l judgment, we read in Rev 6:17 that the day of God's wrath has come. If the day of God'
s wrath does not begin until the midpoint of the tribulation as midtribs say, then there is
a major problem for midtribulationism. Put simply, Rev 6:17 says the day of God's wra
th arrives with the sixth seal judgment. But, that means, on a midtrib view, that the sixt
h seal is at the middle of the tribulation. If the trumpet judgments follow the seal judgm
ent, it is hard to see how the seventh trump begins God's wrath at the midpoint of the tri
bulation, since the sixth seal began God's wrath, and midtribs say God's wrath begins at
the middle of the tribulation. In other words, God's wrath is said to begin one seal and s
even trumpets too early for the midtrib to say the seventh trump is blown at the midpoi
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nt of the tribulation. And, if the seventh trumpet judgment is the last trump of the raptu
re, then the rapture trump is blown later than the midpoint of the tribulation. Posttribs
may applaud this problem since, if they identify the last trump of the rapture with the s
eventh tribulation trumpet judgment, that seems to fit better with posttribulationism, b
ut, of course, this is a problem for midtribulationism. All in all, this is why I say that if t
he seventh trumpet of Revelation is the last trump of the rapture, the midtrib will have
a hard time proving that it is blown at the midpoint of the tribulation.xiv
All of these seem to be significant problems for midtribulationism to surmount, but t
here is a final problem that neither mid- or posttribulationism seems able to handle ade
quately. It is the problem of the Church's exemption from divine wrath. In 1 Thess 1:1 0
and 5 :9, Paul reminds the Thessalonian believers that members of the body of Christ ar
e exempt from divine wrath. Paul never guarantees exemption from afflictions and prob
lems for believers, but these passages guarantee that God's judgmental wrath will not fa
ll on members of the Church. Though some wonder if Scripture really teaches this since
at other times in history believers (OT saints or tribulation saints who are not members
of the Church) are present on earth when God pours out his judgmental wrath, generall
y speaking, pre-, mid-, and posttribulationists agree that this is so, since all three positio
ns offer an explanation as to how the Church will escape God's judgmental wrath of the
tribulation. Pretribs argue that the Church will be raptured before the tribulation and in
that way escape the wrath of God (Rev 3 :10). Mid- and posttribs have other answers.
We must look at those answers and see how well they square with biblical teaching.
Fundamentally, mid- and posttribs have dealt with the problem of the Church's esca
pe from divine wrath in one of two ways. The first suggestion is that God will simply pr
otect the Church from divine wrath while she is in the tribulation. Even as God protecte
d Israel in Egypt when he brought the plagues upon Egypt, so God will protect the Chu
rch when he pours out his judgmental wrath upon the world. Let me suggest two probl
ems with this suggestion. First, in the case of Israel and Egypt, it appears that when the
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ten plagues fell, they only fell upon the Egyptians, so the Jews did not get caught in the j
udgments. However, the Book of Revelation speaks about many people losing their live
s during the tribulation as God pours out his judgments on the world. Are we to assum
e that no believer will lose his life in these judgments? That's what is necessary if the Ch
urch is present during the tribulation when these divine judgments come, and if mid- a
nd posttribs are right that God will protect the Church from these judgments. But, when
you look at the nature of the seal, trumpet, and bowl judgments, many of them appear
to fall upon the whole earth indiscriminately of whether the inhabitants are believers or
non-believers. It is possible that God protects believers in the midst of these judgments,
but where is the evidence that this is so?
A second problem with this suggestion is that it does not square with Matt 24:21-22.
Those verses speak of great tribulation such as has never before been experienced. Jesus
then says that for the elect's sake God will shorten those days (how much, no one know
s). In fact, he says that if it were not for that shortening, no one would survive. But, the t
ribulation spoken of seems to refer to at least the last 3 1/2 years of the tribulation, and
surely divine wrath is poured out at that time. But, it should be clear that Matt 24:22 is v
ery odd if we accept the idea that God will protect his people from divine wrath during
the tribulation. If God protects his people like he did with Israel in Egypt, why is there a
ny need to shorten the days of the tribulation "for the elect's sake?" If they are protected,
let it last 70 years or 700 hundred, not just 3 I/2 or 7 years. None of it will touch the elec
t if they are protected.
From these consideration, I conclude that the claim that God protects his people in t
he tribulation from divine wrath is not a satisfactory explanation of how the Church in t
he tribulation avoids divine wrath. Incidentally, if any midtrib seriously proposes this r
esolution to the problem of divine wrath, then posttribs should respond that if God can
protect his Church in the tribulation for 3 1/2 years, he can do it for 7 years, so one surel
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y should not see any necessity to remove the Church at the midpoint of the tribulation i
n order to escape the divine wrath of the second half of the tribulation.
There is a second way that midtribs and posttribs have handled the issue of divine w
rath. This proposal says that we must distinguish divine wrath in the tribulation from S
atanic and human wrath. Gundry, for example, says that "the tribulation of the seventiet
h week has to do, then, not with God's wrath against the sinners, but with the wrath of
Satan, the Anti-christ, and the wicked against the saints.''xv On the other hand, divine w
rath only is to be poured out on the unregenerate, and it is not until Armageddon when
Jesus descends that God will do so.xvi So long as believers are raptured before the wind
s of divine wrath begin to blow, they can stay in the tribulation and undergo Satanic an
d human wrath without contradicting the promise that the Church will not experience
divine wrath. Midtribs who handle the problem of escape from God's wrath in this way
say the same sort of thing, except that they believe divine wrath begins at the midpoint
of the tribulation. Hence, the Church is raptured prior to that.
What shall we say to this proposal? I find it deficient for several reasons. First, this p
roposal's underlying assumption is that in order for an act to be God's act or even under
his control, he must do it immediately, i.e., totally by himself without using any interm
ediary agents. Anyone who is a Calvinist should be very uncomfortable with that idea.
Moreover, anyone (Calvinist or Arminian) who has read the Book of Job, especially the f
irst two chapters where we see God's sovereign control over Satan's affliction of Job, sho
uld be uncomfortable with this suggestion. In addition, if we follow this logic, then acts
like Assyria's attack on the Northern Kingdom of Israel must be human wrath, not divi
ne wrath, in spite of the fact that Scripture clearly indicates (Isa 7:1 8ff) that the attack w
as God's judgment upon Israel.
This logic creates even further problems for prophecies of the end times. Many postt
ribs would agree that Armageddon (and the events surrounding it) is the pouring out of
divine wrath. If that is so, then there is a real problem if God cannot do something unle
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ss he does it entirely himself. Zechariah 12 and 14 speak of the attack of a worldwide co
nfederacy against Israel. They also show that Israel is empowered to fight back and that
she participates in the destruction of her enemies. Zechariah 14 shows that the enemy w
ill be so disoriented that it's soldiers will start to attack one another. Since Zechariah 12
and 14 speak of Armageddon, there is a real problem for the assumption that an act can
only be God's if he does it entirely himself. On the one hand, since human beings are in
volved in the attack and counterattack, Armageddon must be an expression only of hu
man wrath (given the logic of the divine wrath/human and Satanic wrath distinction).
But, posttribs and midtribs agree that Armageddon sees the pouring out of God's judg
mental wrath upon Israel's enemies. When you put this together you come to the conclu
sion that Armageddon both is and is not divine wrath. Obviously, this is absurd, and I
would suggest that the absurdity arises because of the assumption that an act can only b
e attributed to God or controlled by God if he does it entirely by himself. And, since this
assumption underlies the divine wrath/human and Satanic wrath solution to the probl
em of the Church's exemption from divine wrath, that solution is in deep trouble.
There is a final problem with trying to solve the problem of exemption from divine
wrath by distinguishing divine from human and Satanic wrath. All sides agree that the
seal, trumpet, and bowl judgments span the whole course of the tribulation. But, notice
how these judgments begin. As Revelation 5 begins, we see the book with seven seals. T
he opening of the first seal begins the sequence of judgments that last throughout the tri
bulation. Scripture tells us that there was a search to find someone who was worthy to o
pen the first seal. No one was found worthy except the Lamb, and he opened the first se
al. But, who is the Lamb? None other than Jesus Christ.
What does all of this mean? Some may reply that this is all symbolic, so we shouldn't
make too much out of it. Granted, there is symbolism, but the symbolism cannot mean j
ust anything, and it must mean something. And, the seal, trumpet, and bowl judgments
are not just symbolic of something else; they are real judgments. What does the symboli
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sm mean? It seems clear that it means that the sequence of judgments that spans the wh
ole tribulation begins with an act of Jesus. That seems clearly to suggest that all these ju
dgments result from the instigation of God himself. And, that only suggests that attemp
ting to distinguish tribulation judgments that are human and Satanic wrath from those t
hat are divine is doomed to failure. It's all divine wrath. Not just Armageddon, and not j
ust the last 3 l/2 years. If this is so, then it seems that the only way to be exempt from th
is time of divine wrath is either to be there but protected through it (and we have seen
why that doesn't work), or not be there at all because raptured prior to it. Given all the e
vidence and argument I have offered, it seems that the best option for handling the Chu
rch's exemption from divine tribulational wrath is the option that says she escapes beca
use she is not there at all.
CONCLUSION
The preceding evaluative section explains some of why I believe that the pretribulati
on rapture position is the most successful of the three positions in making its case.xvii Al
l sides must argue their case inferentially since no passage sets the exact time of the rapt
ure in relation to the tribulation, and inferential reasoning is notoriously slippery. Havi
ng admitted that, for the reasons offered above, it seems that of the three rapture positio
ns, pretribulationism can make the best inferential case. There are other arguments one
might adduce in favor of the position and against the other views, but that is another st
udy. My primary intent in this chapter has been to clarify proper methodology for hand
ling the rapture issue and to point out what each side must do in order to establish its vi
ew as most probable. My hope is that we all will take seriously these matters of method
and the logic of what needs to be established in this discussion. The net result, I think, w
ould be both a better grounding of each position in sound argument and exegesis and a
better addressing of one another's arguments. And, that would surely be a positive step
forward in this discussion.
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